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	This self-contained textbook assumes that the reader has some familiarity with one programming language, and adopts a simple yet rigorous approach.


	The author explains the main programming paradigms (imperative, object-oriented, functional, and logic), and makes clear separation between the design, implementation and pragmatic aspects of programming languages.


	As well as an excellent guide for undergraduates the content will also be useful for software practitioners who want to consolidate and update their knowledge of programming languages.


	With great pleasure, I accepted the invitation extended to me to write these few lines of Foreword. I accepted for at least two reasons. The first is that the request came to me from two colleagues for whom I have always had the greatest regard, starting from the time when I first knew and appreciated them as students and as young researchers.


	The second reason is that the text by Gabbrielli and Martini is very near to the book that I would have liked to have written but, for various reasons, never have. In particular, the approach adopted in this book is the one which I myself have followed when organising the various courses on programming languages I have taught for almost thirty years at different levels under various titles.
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Don't Make Me Think: A Common Sense Approach to Web UsabilityNew Riders Publishing, 2000
People won't use your web site if they can't find their way around it. Whether you call it usability, ease-of-use, or just good design, companies staking their fortunes and their futures on their Web sites are starting to recognize that it's a bottom-line issue. In Don't Make Me Think, usability expert Steve Krug distills his years of experience...
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Seven Deadliest Unified Communications Attacks (The Seven Deadliest Attacks)Syngress Publishing, 2010

	Let’s begin with a quick glimpse into a typical day at a company:


	There you are at your desk, wanting to talk with your colleague Steve in another office about a new project you need his help on. You turn to your laptop, switch to a software program, and look at Steve’s presence info. The little bubble next to...
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Acquired Cystic Disease of the Kidney and Renal Cell Carcinoma: Complication of Long-Term DialysisSpringer, 2007

	The detailed and comprehensive observations presented in this book on acquired cystic disease of the kidney and renal cell carcinoma in dialysis patients are drawn from the author’s decades of experience. Beginning with the first clinical case in 1978 and including subsequent follow-up studies and questionnaires, the volume is an...
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Google Guice: Agile Lightweight Dependency Injection Framework (Firstpress)Apress, 2008
Guice (pronounced “Juice”) is the Jolt Award winning, 100% Java icing on the cake of Java dependency injection. Unlike other popular DI frameworks such as Spring, Guice fully embraces modern Java language features and combines simplicity with stunning performance and developer–friendliness.
Google Guice: Agile Lightweight...
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Formative Assessment in United States Classrooms: Changing the Landscape of Teaching and LearningPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book examines the history of formative assessment in the US and explores its potential for changing the landscape of teaching and learning to meet the needs of twenty-first century learners. The author uses case studies to illuminate the complexity of teaching and the externally imposed and internally constructed contextual...
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Integrating Research and Practice in Software Engineering (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2019

	
		In this book, the authors highlight recent findings that hold the potential to improve software products or development processes; in addition, they help readers understand new concepts and technologies, and to see what it takes to migrate from old to new platforms. Some of the authors have spent most of their careers in industry,...
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